MEMORANDUM TO:

Maybelle Rubio, Agban NHS
Josalie Tonio, Antipolo NHS
Milagros Lim, Bagamanoc RDHS
Janet Tonio, Baras RDHS
Fidel Vegim, Bato RDHS
Roy Tejerero, Bote IS
Edna Gonzales, Bugao NHS
Marisol Lim, Buyo IS
Marilyn Tuplano, Cabacab NHS
Irene Torzar, Cabugao IS
Gloria Vargas, Calatagan HS
Milagros Jose, Caramoran RDHS
Nestor Emerenciana, Caramoran School of Fisheries
Amelia Eusebio, Catanduanes NHS
Amalia Domingo, Cobo IS
Delia Tindugan, Gigmoto RDHS
Edgar Sarmiento, Magnesia NHS
Lyra Tusi, Manambrag NHS
Ronald Refre, Mayangaway NHS
Niño Gerard Ceneta, Palta NHS
Sonia Prensader, PSAT
Ma. Rosario Villaflor, Panganiban NHS
Arnold Valledor, Panganiban NHS (CAIC Compound)
Rosario Sosito, SAVS
Ramon Templonuevo, San Jose NHS
Faustino Lizaso, San Miguel RDHS
Shirley Villaranda, Mabato NHS
Cynthia Usero, Sicmil IS
Juan Torreja, Supang Datag NHS
Cecilia Mendoza, Leandro I Verceles Sr. NHS
Leticia Torrocha, Tambongon NHS
Cesmenda Llesol, Tubli NHS
Clemente Olarte, Viga RDHS

March 23, 2016

You are advised to attend an urgent conference on March 28, 2016, 10 AM at the Schools Division Office, Conference Hall.

Agenda: Deployment of new teaching positions for Senior High School

For information and strict compliance.

SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent